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Dehaco’s Mamba 121 H-class vacuum cleaner has been 
specifically designed for hazardous substances such as 
asbestos. The Mamba uses an H13 HEPA filter to prevent 
the spread of hazardous dust particles and features 
an audio-visual alarm system that notifies you if the 
vacuum cleaner becomes clogged.

In the Netherlands, construction vacuum cleaners are divided 
into three filter classes: L-, M- and H-class. L stands for Low, 
M stands for Medium and H stands for High. The vacuum 
cleaner class indicates how much dust is trapped by the filter 
in relation to the total volume of dust. An L-filter will release 
no more than 1% of the dust, an M-filter 0.1% and an H-filter 
0.005%. H-class vacuum cleaners are ideal for cleaning up 
pathogenic substances such as lead, asbestos fibres, coal, 
cobalt, nickel, tar, copper, cadmium and fungi/bacteria.

New: Black Mamba series
The Black Mamba 150 is equipped with one motor and has 
a container capacity of 50 litres. 

The Black Mamba 277 is driven by two powerful motors that 
operate at 230 Volts. They help to ensure high suction power. 
The container of the Black Mamba 277 has a capacity of 
77 litres.

The containers of these vacuum cleaners are made entirely 
of stainless steel. This makes them very easy to clean, super 
robust and also very durable. The vacuum cleaners are 
cooled using a by-pass. Furthermore, all supplied accessories 
are interchangeable between the two models. The same 
goes for the dust bag: both models have the same dust bag 
capacity, namely an impressive 35 litres!

Mamba vacuum cleaners have been assigned to class H. 
This means that the filter stops over 99.995% of all dust. 
H-class vacuum cleaners are suitable for vacuuming 
pathogenic substances, such as lead, asbestos fibres, coal, 
cobalt, nickel, tar, copper, cadmium and mould/bacteria.

Mamba Vacuum Cleaner
The best in class “H”  

Mamba 121

Black Mamba 121
Black Mamba 150

Black Mamba 150

Black Mamba 277
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Black Mamba 150

Black Mamba 277

v Mamba 121 Black Mamba 150 Black Mamba 277

Weight kg 12 15 23

Dimensions cm 37.5 x 38 x 57 45x45x83 56x57x93

Fre Hz 50 / 60 50 / 60 50 / 60

Max. power W 1700 1700 2400

Air flow m3/h 230 230 230

Sound level dB 59 59 67

Article number 5810.0065 5810.0081 5810.0082

  H-class
  incl. accessories

  H-class
  Robust 
  1 Motor
  incl. accessories 

 (interchangeable with 
 Black Mamba 277)

  H-class
  Robust 
  Two powerful motors
  incl. accessories 

 (interchangeable with 
 Black Mamba 150)
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